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Biden voters
51%

Trump voters
47%

Methodology

• Survey among 1,218 2020 voters 
nationwide, conducted online April 13 
to 19, 2021

• Target groups:

• Core Democrats: identify as “strong Democrats” or 
“very liberal Democrats”

• Swing voters: voters who are not strong partisans 
and do not hold strong liberal or conservative 
views

• Core Republicans: identify as “Strong Republicans” 
or “very conservative Republicans”
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Core Democrats
28%

Swing voters
43%

Core 
Republicans

29%
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2020 PRESIDENTIAL
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Filibuster: Key Takeaways

1. Voters’ opinions on the filibuster are relatively superficial and malleable. We have the opportunity to define the parameters of the
debate, but it is imperative that we move proactively and on the offensive to deliver our messaging in favor of reform before our
opponents get to voters first.

• After providing voters with minimal information about the filibuster, there is a remarkable increase in support across the
board for reforming it, particularly among swing voters and those who say they don’t understand the filibuster well.

• Supporting filibuster reform is a net positive for senators—by a 20-point margin, more voters say they would feel positive
(46%) than negative (26%) if their senator supported reform.

2. Efforts to bring back the talking filibuster resonate with voters across party lines, including 77% of core Democrats, 74% of swing
voters, and 69% of core Republicans. Eliminating the filibuster outright could prove more divisive for some segments of the
electorate.

3. Messaging on filibuster reform should highlight how it will help improve the way Congress works, including making government work
for the people, advancing progress on important issues, and reducing gridlock.

• The idea that government should work for the people—not politicians—is the top reason to support reform for the electorate
at large and across partisan groups.

• Voters believe the filibuster is an engine of gridlock rather than compromise, and we need to constantly emphasize that
point.

4. When communicating on reasons to support reform, it is critical that we meet voters where they are by highlighting the issues that
the majority of the electorate cares about, including protecting the right to vote (52%), reducing the price of prescription drugs (48%)
and making healthcare affordable (47%).
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THE POLITICAL LANDSCAPE
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Job Approval of President and Congress

Biden’s ratings are positive with swing voters, while swing voters 
disapprove of congressional Republicans.

56%

49%
44%43%

47%
52%

Joe Biden Democrats in
Congress

Republicans in
Congress

Approve Disapprove
Core 

Democrats
Swings

Core 
Republicans

JOE BIDEN

Approve 96% 58% 14%

Disapprove 4% 39% 86%

Net +92 +19 -72

DEMOCRATS 

IN CONGRESS

Approve 96% 47% 9%

Disapprove 4% 46% 90%

Net +92 +1 -81

REPUBLICANS 

IN CONGRESS

Approve 18% 35% 82%

Disapprove 79% 58% 17%

Net -61 -23 +65

+13 +2 -8
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Swing voters and Republicans are dissatisfied with Congress, while 
Democrats are more positive.

11%

35%

22%

32%

Satisfied Dissatisfied
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Overall Satisfaction with How Congress Works

Very

Very

46%

54%
-8

Satisfied Dissatisfied

Core Democrats 63% 37%

Swing voters 42% 58%

Core Republicans 34% 66%

AA/Black 66% 34%

Latino 54% 46%

White 41% 59%

Northeast 49% 51%

South 47% 53%

Midwest 45% 55%

West 42% 58%
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Democrats and swing voters want Congress to pass bills without 
delay. Now that the GOP is in the minority, Republicans want 
compromise.

Work to get 
bipartisan support on 

bills even if that 
means significant 
delays or the bill 

never gets passed 
47%

Pass critical bills 
without too much delay, 

even if that means 
doing it without 

bipartisan support 
53%
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Pass 

without 

delay

Get 

bipartisan 

support

Core Democrats 69% 31%

Swing voters 58% 42%

Core Republicans 29% 71%

AA/Black 69% 31%

Latino 55% 45%

White men 45% 55%

White women 52% 48%

Northeast 54% 46%

South 52% 48%

Midwest 52% 48%

West 54% 46%

Preferred Approach for My Senator to Take on Passing Legislation

to Deal with Problems Facing the Country
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FILIBUSTER REFORM
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When asked about filibuster reform with no context or information, 
voters are divided and many don’t know enough to say.

34%

58%

32%

14%

30%

10%

23%

59%

36%
32%

45%

27%

All
voters

Core
Democrats

Swings Core
Republicans

Favor reforming the filibuster Oppose reforming the filibuster

Don't know enough to say
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Favor Oppose Don’t know

AA/Black 37 16 47

Latino 32 27 41

White noncollege 25 36 39

White college grads 45 30 25

Age 18 to 34 42 18 40

Age 35 to 49 39 21 40

Age 50 to 64 30 35 35

Age 65/older 27 43 30

Northeast 42 29 29

South 31 31 38

Midwest 30 31 39

West 36 28 36
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Understanding of the filibuster is limited, but when described, voters 
favor reforming the filibuster by 13 points.

20%
26%

41% 24%

14% 21%

25%
16%

Understand
very/fairly well

Don't
understand

Favor reform Oppose reform
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How well do you understand what the 

filibuster is in the U.S. Senate?

Very

well Not at all

61%

39%

Informed Support for Filibuster Reform*

Understand well

Core Democrats 67%

Swing voters 51%

Core Republicans 70%

* Description prior to question:

“The original purpose of the filibuster was

to make sure that the Senate had a

chance to fully debate issues before voting

on a bill. In the past, senators could

prevent legislation with a filibuster for as

long as they held the floor and made their

arguments. But under the current rules for

the Senate, all it takes is a single senator

to block the majority from bringing

legislation to a vote by creating a filibuster

that takes 60 senators to end. And now

senators don’t even have to be on the

floor, engage in debate, or present

arguments against the bill--they can

simply e-mail the Senate floor and say

they plan to filibuster.”

Strongly

favor Strongly

oppose

50%

37%
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A large majority of voters say the filibuster creates more gridlock 
than compromise.

38%

62%

Does more to
create gridlock

Does more to
create bipartisan

compromise
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Allowing a minority of senators to filibuster and 

prevent moving a bill to final vote does more to:

Creates gridlock

Core Democrats 74%

Swing voters 66%

Core Republicans 45%

Initially understand filibuster 60%

Initially don’t understand 66%

White 62%

AA/Black 64%

Latino 68%

Northeast 63%

South 61%

Midwest 59%

West 66%
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Proposals to reform the filibuster are popular with voters, particularly 
efforts to bring back the talking filibuster.

31%
26% 24%

43%

36%
34%

8%
18% 20%

18%

20%
22%

Support Oppose Support Oppose Support Oppose
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Bring back the “talking filibuster,” which

would force senators . . . to actually stay on

the Senate floor continuously if they wanted

to block a bill that has majority support

Strongly

Strongly

74%

26%

Strongly
Strongly

62%

38%

Eliminate the filibuster for certain types

of important bills, such as voting rights

legislation

Strongly
Strongly

58%

42%

Eliminate the filibuster entirely so that

a majority of senators can move to a

final vote on a bill

Support

Core Democrats 77%

Swings 74%

Core Republicans 69%

Support

Core Democrats 84%

Swings 66%

Core Republicans 36%

Support

Core Democrats 83%

Swings 58%

Core Republicans 35%
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Voters feel much more positive toward a senator who favors filibuster 
reform than a senator who opposes reform.

24% 18%

22%

17%

12% 13%

14%

21%

28%
31%

Positive Negative Neutral Positive Negative Neutral
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Feelings toward Senator Who FAVORS 

Reforming the Filibuster Rule

Very

Very

46%

26%

+20 POSITIVE

Very
Very

35%
34%

+1 POSITIVE

Feelings toward Senator Who OPPOSES 

Reforming the Filibuster Rule

Net Positive

Core Democrats +61

Swings +22

Core Republicans -23

Net Positive

Core Democrats -16

Swings -11

Core Republicans +37
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Education and messaging move the needle significantly on filibuster 
reform.

34%

50%

65%

30%

37% 35%

Favor
filibuster
reform

Oppose
filibuster
reform

Favor
filibuster
reform

Oppose
filibuster
reform

Favor
filibuster
reform

Keep
filibuster

as is
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Initial/uninformed view Informed view* Post-messaging view

*The original purpose of the filibuster was

to make sure that the Senate had a

chance to fully debate issues before voting

on a bill. In the past, senators could

prevent legislation with a filibuster for as

long as they held the floor and made their

arguments. But under the current rules for

the Senate, all it takes is a single senator

to block the majority from bringing

legislation to a vote by creating a filibuster

that takes 60 senators to end. And now

senators don’t even have to be on the

floor, engage in debate, or present

arguments against the bill--they can

simply e-mail the Senate floor and say

they plan to filibuster.”

36% don’t know 

enough to say
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Core Democrats

Swing/Biden voters

Swing/Trump voters

Core Republicans

Understand filibuster

Don’t understand filibuster

58%
69%

85%

45%
67%

85%

16%

34%

54%

14%

31%
36%

48%
59%

62%

12%

38%

69%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Support for filibuster reform increases across the board, with the greatest 
boosts among swing voters and those less familiar with the filibuster.

⚫ Initial favor reform ⚫ Informed favor reform ⚫ Post-message favor reform
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Black voters

Hispanic voters

White men noncollege grads

White men college grads

White women noncollege grads

White women college grads

37%
64%

80%

32%
54%

61%

26%

41%

50%

50% 65%
59%

30%

45%
70%

40%

55%

74%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Messaging is especially effective for solidifying support for reform 
among Black voters and White women.

⚫ Initial favor reform ⚫ Informed favor reform ⚫ Post-message favor reform
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Voters who move from oppose are more likely to be men and
Republican whites; those who move from initial ‘don’t know’ are more
likely to be women and swing voters.

All 

voters

Movers from 

oppose*

Movers from 

don’t know*

All 

voters

Movers from 

oppose*

Movers from 

don’t know*

Men 46% 51% 27% Core Democrats 28% 24% 27%

Women 53% 48% 73% Swing Biden voters 23% 21% 30%

Black 12% 13% 17% Swing Trump voters 19% 18% 23%

Hispanic 9% 12% 8% Core Republicans 29% 35% 17%

White 74% 71% 70% Urban 32% 39% 25%

HS grad/less 30% 23% 35% Suburban 40% 30% 43%

Some college 32% 43% 32% Small town/rural 28% 31% 32%

Four-year college 

grad
23% 23% 23%

Postgrad ed 16% 10% 10%

17

* Movers from oppose = 25% of all movers; movers from don’t know = 75% of all movers
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Messages in Support of Reforming the Senate Filibuster:  Full Text
ISSUE 

PROGRESS

Voters made their voices heard in November and want to see real action on issues that they care about. Reforming the filibuster is the key to

unlocking the door on policy solutions that are important for our country’s future, such as rebuilding America’s infrastructure, expanding access to

affordable healthcare, and getting our economy back on track.

FOR PEOPLE 

NOT POLS

Americans want their representatives to work together and get things done. Instead, politicians work the system in their favor to play partisan

politics rather than putting the American people first. Reforming the filibuster is a way to restore balance to our government so that the system

works for us—not for the interests of career politicians.

GRIDLOCK
Partisan gridlock in Washington is preventing our government from doing its job and passing things most voters support. As partisan fighting in

Washington has gotten worse, senators have abused the filibuster as a partisan tool to hold virtually all important legislation hostage for years—

even those with bipartisan support, grinding the Senate to a halt when it should be working for the American people.

PROGRESSIVE 

ISSUES

Voters made their voices heard in November and want to see real action on issues that they care about. Realistically speaking, reforming the

filibuster is the only way the Senate can pass legislation to raise the minimum wage, reduce the power of special interests, expand access to

healthcare, protect voting rights, require universal background checks for gun sales, and reform the broken immigration system.

MCCONNELL 

GRIDLOCK

There is absolutely no chance that Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell will allow progress on the vast majority of issues the country needs

to tackle. McConnell will use the same tactics that he did with President Obama—turning the filibuster into a weapon of pure partisan obstruction

that he will use to slow the economic recovery from the pandemic and otherwise block progress.

RACIST 

HISTORY

The filibuster was mainly used in the 20th century to block civil rights bills, including more than 200 anti-lynching bills. A small handful of senators

used the filibuster to block the 1964 Civil Rights Act for months and since then have used it to stop progress on issues such as racial inequality,

police brutality, and voting rights. This is why President Obama recently called it ‘a Jim Crow relic.’

OVERUSED/ 

MINORITY

In the past, senators rarely used the filibuster. Today, the filibuster is abused as a way for the minority to prevent the democratically elected

majority from passing any legislation they don’t like. In fact, senators in the minority party filibustered more legislative bills in the past decade

than the total number of filibusters in the Senate in the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s combined.

OVERUSED/ 

REPUBLICANS 

In the past, senators rarely used the filibuster. Today, the filibuster is abused as a way for the minority to prevent the democratically elected

majority from passing any legislation that they don’t like. In fact, Mitch McConnell and Senate Republicans filibustered more legislative bills during

the Obama administration than the total number of filibusters in the Senate in the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s combined.

CONSTITUTION/ 

PRECEDENT

There is nothing in the Constitution that demands a 60-vote requirement in the Senate and the founders were explicitly worried about a minority

obstructing the will of the majority. The Senate rules have been changed many times over the years to close loopholes and end abuses of

obstructionist tricks like this, and they should be changed now to make the Senate work better for the American people.

LOCAL
The filibuster allows a minority of senators to block projects in local communities that would create jobs and long-term economic growth. If the

filibuster is reformed, your senator will have more power to fight for your state's economic priorities.
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Making government work for the people and ending gridlock are strong 
reasons to reform the filibuster.

34%

35%

30%

32%

33%

33%

35%

40%

37%

38%

27%

27%

35%

33%

32%

34%

32%

29%

34%

35%

RACIST HISTORY

McCONNELL GRIDLOCK

LOCAL

CONSTITUTION/PRECEDENT

OVERUSED/REPUBLICANS

OVERUSED/MINORITY

PROGRESSIVE ISSUES

ISSUE PROGRESS

GRIDLOCK

FOR PEOPLE, NOT POLS

Very strong reason to reform Senate filibuster Somewhat strong reason
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73%

71%

69%

67%

67%

65%

65%

65%

62%

61%
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The clear top reason for reform is to make government work for the
people; the racist history of the filibuster has strong resonance with
Black voters.

26%

27%

28%

29%

29%

32%

35%

36%

37%

48%

CONSTITUTION/PRECEDENT

LOCAL

McCONNELL GRIDLOCK

RACIST HISTORY

OVERUSED/REPUBLICANS

OVERUSED/MINORITY

ISSUE PROGRESS

PROGRESSIVE ISSUES

GRIDLOCK

FOR PEOPLE, NOT POLS
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THREE Most Important Reasons to Reform the Filibuster
Top message with Black 

(47%), Hispanic (50%), 

and White (48%) voters

Tied for top message 

(47%) with Black voters

(26% say none is a most important reason.)
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Making government work for the people is strong across party lines; 
progress on issues is a critical piece of the story for Core Democrats and 
Swing voters.

21

Core 

Democrats Swings

Core 

Republicans

Movers on 

filibuster

Low 

understanding 

filibuster

FOR PEOPLE, NOT POLS 48% 51% 43% 53% 50%

PROGRESSIVE ISSUES 48% 39% 20% 40% 39%

ISSUE PROGRESS 42% 37% 24% 48% 39%

THREE Most Important Reasons to Reform the Filibuster
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The issues most salient to filibuster reform are protecting the right to
vote, healthcare, prescription drugs, and gun safety legislation.

33%

34%

38%

44%

44%

45%

45%

47%

48%

52%

College affordability

Climate change

Minimum wage

Common-sense gun safety

Immigration reform

Rebuilding infrastructure

Corporate money in politics

Affordable healthcare

Price of Rx drugs

Right to vote
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Most Important Issues Filibuster Could Block/Senate 

Should Be Able to Take Action On Movers

56%

53%

57%

47%

45%

48%

52%

42%

37%

39%
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Democratic voters do not buy the argument that they will later regret
reforming the filibuster now, especially in light of the reality that the
GOP will block this moment for progress.

46%

52%
54%

48%

Agree with
critique

Agree with
response

Agree with
critique

Agree with
response
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◼ Critique: DEMS WILL REGRET. Getting rid of the filibuster as we know it is a shortsighted solution that Democrats will come to regret. 
When Republicans hold the majority again under a Republican president, they will pass an extreme conservative agenda and Democrats 
will have little ability to stop them. (all respondents) 

◼ Response: OPPTY FOR ACTION.
Joe Biden and the Democrats have a
once-in-a-generation opportunity to build a
strong economic recovery and make
democracy work better for the American
people. But failing to reform the filibuster
means the minority will abuse the rules to
block action that the large majority of
Americans want—whether it is lowering
the cost of prescription drugs or reducing
the influence of billionaires over our
elections. (half sample)

◼ Response: McCONNELL. There’s
no guarantee that if Democrats leave
the filibuster as it is now Republicans
won’t eliminate it later. Anyone who
knows Mitch McConnell knows that he
would eliminate the filibuster the
moment he thought it was in his
interests to do so, just like he eliminated
the filibuster for Supreme Court
appointments so he could push through
three Trump justices. (half sample)

Net agree with response

Core Democrats +53

Swing/Biden voters +52

Swing/Trump voters -18

Core Republicans -52

Net agree with response

Core Democrats +21

Swing/Biden voters +37

Swing/Trump voters -26

Core Republicans -42

+8 -4
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We have two effective responses to the critique that weakening the
filibuster will lead to greater gridlock, but these should be tailored to
mobilize Democrats and minimize Republican backlash.

44% 44%

56% 56%

Agree with
critique

Agree with
response

Agree with
critique

Agree with
response
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◼ Critique: MAKE GRIDLOCK WORSE. Every time the Senate has voted to weaken the filibuster in the past decade, the political 

dysfunction and gridlock in Washington has gotten worse. (all respondents) 

◼ Response: PARTISAN WEAPON.

Instead of encouraging compro-

mise, the filibuster has become a

partisan weapon that the minority

uses to block real progress, leading

to even greater gridlock and dys-

function in the Senate. (half sample)

◼ Response: OUT OF DATE. The

filibuster is an out-of-date Senate

rule that’s not in the Constitution

and allows a minority of senators to

cause more gridlock. If the majority

of senators support something, they

should be able to vote for it. (half

sample)

Net agree with response

Core Democrats +23

Swing/Biden voters +42

Swing/Trump voters +3

Core Republicans -18

Net agree with response

Core Democrats +40

Swing/Biden voters +51

Swing/Trump voters -2

Core Republicans -37

+12 +12


